
INDUSTRY BEST. AT A FRACTION OF THE COST.

VZN premium water treatment systems have a self-cleaning ultrafilter  
to ensure the highest quality ingredient water at the lowest operating cost.

FILTERED WATER
how much does your

COST?
SEE WHAT BETTER WATER CAN DO.



China Facility
Suzhou, China 
Phone: 86-512-6841-3637 
Fax: 86-512-6841-3907

Corporate Headquarters
Carol Stream, Illinois
Phone: (630) 784-1000 
Toll Free: (800) 253-2991 
Fax: (630) 784-1650

Antunes delivers a complete range of countertop cooking 
equipment and water filtration solutions to foodservice 
operations around the world. Learn more about Antunes 
and its products at www.antunes.com.

COST SAVINGS OVER TIME

FILTERED WATER

YEAR 0   1    2    3    4

VZN         Competition         

THE BENEFITS OF A VZN SYSTEM

Compelling ROI due to lower total cost of ownership

33x finer filtration than .5 micron filtration

Assures only one low-cost carbon cartridge change per year

Separation of mechanical filtration from taste and odor 
reduction for better results

Self-cleaning mechanical ultrafilter

Smallest footprint of any ultrafiltration system in the food-
service industry

Several possible configurations assure there is an ideal fit for 
every application

is a necessity in today’s world. It 
not only improves the quality of 
food and drinks, it also protects 
your equipment. 

You already know you can’t afford 
to not filter your water. Your goal 
is to find the most effective and 
least expensive filtration system for 
your ingredient water. Only one 
company understands this.

Antunes provides ultrafiltration 
systems that deliver the highest 
quality ingredient water while also 
assuring the lowest cost of owner-
ship. The result: better water AND 
better ROI.

Self Cleaning
The VZN system’s mechanical ultrafilter 
is self cleaning ahead of the taste and odor 
treatment provided by the carbon cartridge. 
This assures only mechanically pure water 
enters the carbon cartridge, which eliminates 
premature clogging and assures one low-cost 
carbon cartridge change per year.

Ultrafiltration
The VZN system has a multi-bore ultrafilter 
that reduces particles as small as .015 mi-
crons. This is 33 times finer than .5 micron 
filtration, which substantially reduces parti-
cles and yields longer carbonation retention.

Carbon Cartridge
Because the carbon cartridge doesn’t become 
plugged, the VZN system achieves the high-
est taste and odor reduction in the industry. 
Your water is pure, tasteless and odorless. 
Plus, the cartridge costs less because it doesn’t 
have to perform mechanical filtration.
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Replacement  
Filter Savings

Scale Reduction
TAC (Template-Assisted Crystallization) 
technology reduces lime scale by 96-98% 
without the use of any  chemicals, and it also 
does not waste water or require any chemical 
replenishment.
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